
TrustLink mobile applications integrated with IBM’s pervasive computing
products for Symbian v7.0 and Sony Ericsson’s P800

Stockholm, Sweden – March 20th 2003 - TrustLink, a recognized leader in mobile technology and business applications,
announced that it has ported its leading mobile field service application to run together with IBM’s DB2 Everyplace and
DB2 Universal Database.  Together, they provide one of the first applications to fully support field service professionals
on the Symbian v7.0 platform and Sony Ericsson’s P800 smartphone. TrustLink is an IBM Advanced Business Partner.

”IBM has shown its foresight and commitment to mobile computing in its Pervasive Computing strategy” says Lars
Bergström, TrustLink’s CEO.  “IBM is one of the very few vendors that is truly committed to providing support for all
mobile platforms, including Symbian OS.  By basing our applications on IBM’s products, we can guarantee our
customers a robust and scalable solution that works on all handheld clients and all server platforms, as well as reduce
our own internal development costs. DB2 Everyplace’s already demonstrable support for Symbian v7.0 shows IBM’s
commitment to the latest smartphones, the kind of platform we believe will be the leading type of handheld device for
mobile professionals.”

"TrustLink is a wireless software vendor with a documented expertise in mobile business applications for field force
automation. TrustLink's products, that run on all mobile platforms and are built to be integrated with clients' ERP
systems, is a welcome addition to IBM's Wireless solutions", says Jan Westholm, IBM Wireless / Pervasive e-business,
EMEA Focus Area Leader, Advanced Infrastructure Solutions.

About TrustLink
TrustLink is a leading provider of mobile business applications using the latest in wireless and PDA technology. TrustLink Sales
2.1 and TrustLink Service Version 3.0 are mobile front-end applications that enable users to handle orders, service orders,
customers, products, contacts, tasks and associated information, in a fast, easy, and accurate way. Both products have been
designed for integration with business systems, giving direct and secure access to company data. The applications are available
on the Palm OS, Symbian OS, and Pocket PC platforms to maximize functionality and flexibility.

TrustLink, a Symbian Platinum Partner, provides advanced development services that concern mobile technologies, and takes
an active part in the development of open standards. TrustLink has its head office in Stockholm, Sweden.
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